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Corn going backwards!! Unfortunately, this is more of a statement than a question this
year. The onslaught of heavy and frequent rains is having some real bad side-effects to our
struggling corn crop. Most poor looking corn fields have the same things occurring. Below are
some pictures that I took in a corn field last week that shows and describes the story quite well as
to what is happening. With a little CSI detective work (that is Corn Scene Investigation in my
line of work J ), here is what I came up with.
Here are a few of the key facts
to aide this discussion:
· This field was pattern tiled
on 40’ spacing this late
winter/early spring. The
green streaks of 5 corn rows
wide are a direct indication
as to where the tile lines are
located in the field.
· Corn on corn rotation.
· 80lbs of nitrogen was
applied broadcast in the
form of dry fertilizer.
· 130lbs nitrogen was sidedressed with NH3 about 2
weeks prior to this picture
being taken.
· 5” of rain fell after sidedressing and prior to picture
being taken.
· The stunted yellowish corn was obviously starving for nitrogen, but with 210 lbs of spring
applied nitrogen, why was it still nitrogen deficient? The stunted corn, in my opinion, also
had an orange-yellow color to the bottom leaves, indicating it was not only nitrogen that it
was craving for. Something else was also deficient in these young corn plants. These
struggling corn plants were speaking to me, the Corn Whisperer had arrived; and here is their
story:
June 8th, 2010. The knee-high tall, deep green corn plants had their own tale to tell.
They were happy, as evident by the uniformity in height, deep green color, and maintaining

healthy leaves down to the very bottom of the stalk. Although the soil was very moist from the
previous rains, a spade revealed that the soil had excellent structure and was well oxygenated
directly underneath the new tile lines. Numerous white and healthy roots were scattered
throughout the soil. These roots were also 15” away to the center of the row where the NH3
side-dressing occurred just a few weeks earlier. Nitrogen uptake was plentiful due to the well
oxygenated rooting environment.
The stunted, sickly, yellow corn had a much more
agonizing story to tell. Their screams of pain and distress
resonated in my ears. My heart sank (also did my feet as I
walked through a slew of mud). These poor fragile plants
were starving….starving to survive. As I dug with my
spade to learn their story, no roots were to be found in the
middle of the row. The soil was not forgiving, as I
rigorously shuck my spade to remove the stuck mud from
the blade. I dug a hole about 6” deep. At this point, water
began to
immediately fill
the hole. It was
no wonder why these helpless corn plants were in
agony; they could not breathe! Without an ample
supply of oxygen in the soil, these small and fragile
root systems are unable to grow and explore the soil
profile for the much needed nitrogen that was
graciously placed for them earlier. They will have to
wait….wait for the rain to stop. Only then will the
oxygen slowly return to the soil to provide the proper
environment that these precious corn plants need. But
will it be too late?
June 14, 2010. An additional 5” of rain fell over the weekend on this field. I drove by
with my throat clenched. I couldn’t stop, I dare not stop. Their screams of agony were too
unbearable. I cannot stay very long, I am not strong enough. Their owners applied a foliar
source of nitrogen prior to this last rain to help minimize their pain. It did help, it did restore
some green back into their pale yellow leaves. It gave them hope. But, they need to breathe. As
I drove by I could hear their tiny gasps for breath. When will this onslaught of rain end?! They
did no wrong, it is not their fault. But yet, they continue to be punished. The Corn Whisperer
slowly drove away in silence. He could not bear the cruelty of suffering anymore.

That’s my 2 cents worth…..the choice and decision is always yours.
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